BEST OF BREED

MBIS MRBIS MNBIS MBISS GCHP Diablo's Back Alley Brawler CGC ROM
“ Rugby”
Sire:  CH Orangewood's Talk O' The Town
Dam:   CH Diablo's London Calling
Owners:  Nancy Faville, Helle Rasmussen, Rebecca McMilton
Breeders:  Nancy Faville and Kevin & Shelley McNary
Presented by:  Elizabeth Nelson
Best of Opposite Sex

GCH Whirlaway’s Raising a Raider
“Delta”
Sire: Ch Whirlaway’s Kruger Veldt
Dam: GCH Whirlaway’s Red Solo Cup
Breeders: Christine Kitsch and Jennifer Lazowski
Owners: Christine Kitsch, Jennifer Lazowski and Lynn Fitzgerald
Select Dog

GCHP CH JUBA LEE'S COMIN BETTER HIDE YOUR HEART CD BN RE CGCA CGCU TKN
“Eli”
SIRE: GCHG CH JUBA LEE’S SUPER TROUPER AT LORENC
DAM: GCH DC MINJIMBA RIDGE ENJOY CHERI JUBA LEE CD BN RE MC CGCA TKN VC ROM
BREEDERS: KERRY WILLIAMS, CHRISTINE ST. GEORGE, & MIKE & LINDA SMITH
OWNERS: JENNIFER SMITH, LINDA SMITH, KERRY WILLIAMS, JEFF SCHNEIDER, DEB SUTHERLAND, JANE COOK
Select Bitch
GCHS Vyrtuous Five Alarm Performance SC CGC
“Chili”
Sire: GCHG Vyrtuous Command Performance SC
Dam: GCH Rijstone Faraway Downs CGC
Owners: Emily Crowder & Shawna Chastain
Breeder: Shawna Chastain
Award of Merit
GCHG DC County Line’s Scotland Yard BN SC CA BCAT CGC
“Bailey”
Sire:  BIS GCHG Can CH Kuluta Along the Watchtower ROM
Dam: County Line’s Sweet as Pie ROM
Bred By: Lisa Hoffman & Marsa Hatfield
Owned by: Carl Bloksberg & Lisa Hoffman
Presented by: Jane Hobson
Award of Merit

GCHS Bindura’s Breaker of Chains, JC, FCAT
“Rooney”
Sire: CH Ushamwari’s Spring Valley’s Trip Through Your Wires
Dam: GCHB DC Regal Tolerton’s Luminara Unduli for Bindura, MC
Breeders: Denise Eberhard and Matthew Coughlin
Owners: Denise Eberhard and Matthew Coughlin
Presented by: Frank Murphy
Award of Merit

GCHS CH NASHIRA’S JUST BEAT M ALL
“Justine”
Sire:. GCH NASHIRA’S HEIR TO THE TRIPPLE CROWN JC CGC
Dam:- NASHIRA’S BEAT BOPPIN BETTY BOOP OF L’ENGAI
Breeder: Concetta M Jez, Jennifer A Finnie, Ted Jez
Owner: Concetta M Jez
Award of Merit

BISS GCH Gallilea of Camelot
“Galli”
Sire:  GCHP Diablo’s Back Alley Brawler
Dam:  Camelot’s Hazelnut Macchiato
Breeders:  Clayton Heathcock and Louise Vansgaard
Owners:  Scott Alford and Sheli Cardova
Presented by:  David Bueno
Award of Merit

GCHB JUBA LEE’S PHANTOM FIGHTER, CGC SC CGCU CGCA TKN
“RIFFY”
Sire: CH Calluna’s Maxxwell D of Juba Lee, SC THDA CGCA
Dam: GCH DC Juba Lee’s Papa Tart, SC
Owners: Kerry Williams, Deb & Tim Sutherland
Breeder: Kerry Williams
Award of Merit
BISS GCHG Ridgekrest Zeus Eye of the Storm
"Zeus"
Sire: GCH Lekana's Perfect Storm
Dam: CH Dromkeen's All Eyez on Me
Owner: Tina Derouiche
Breeder: E. Oneppo
Award of Merit

BIS RBIS GCHG CJS Ranch Magical Mystery Zander
“Zander”
Sire: Ch Pheron’s And High Desert Experience
Dam: GCH Ch CJS Ranch Gunpowder & Lead HPK Tropaco
Owners: David And Debbie Regalado
Breeders: Jane And Cory Bowers
Presented by: Lauren Hay-Lavitt
Best of Opposite Veteran to Best Veteran

GCH Diablo's Kona Force of Nature
“Tsunami”
Sire GCH Diablo's Nick Of Time
Dam CH Rivercity Diablo Better The Devil
Owners Nancy Faville, Charlie Storke, and Tiffany Baggaley
Presented by: Elizabeth Nelson
WINNER'S DOG

Nashira’s In My Daddy’s Footsteps
“Pops”
Sire MBIS CH Nashira’s Excalibur of Ridgelea
Dam Nashira’s Beat Boppin Betty Boop
Breeders Concetta Jez & Jennifer Finnie
Owner Concetta Jez
Reserve Winner’s Dog

CH WALKER’S CAPED CRUSADER
“BATMAN”
Sire: GCH DC Cambridge’s Rock Maniac SC CGC
Dam: GCHS DC Highland Rim’s Zuma Rocks Walker SC CGC
Owners: Stacey Fineburg & Wayde Cummings & Shana Owen D.V.M. & Sally Fineburg
Breeders: Shana Owen D.V.M. & Brad Owen & Ms. Sally L Fineburg & Stacey Fineburg
Best in Veteran Sweepstakes

GCHS Juba Lee's All Around Talk BN RA FDC NAP OJP NFP CGCA CGCU
“Maddie”
Sire: CH Juba Lee What You Talkin Bout Willis SC
Dam: CH Juba Lee Who’s Your Mama Mia JC
Owners: Deborah Bray & Kerry Williams
Breeders: Kerry Williams & Darla & Jason White
Best of Opposite Veteran Sweeps

GCH Kimani's Aires Down Under, CGC, CA, TKN
“Aussie”
Sire NBISS CH Kimani’s Aires Above the Ground, JC, ROM
Dam CH Kimani’s Talk Of The Town
Owners Theresa M. Lyons
Breeders Dr. David Ellis and Alicia Hanna
Best in Junior Sweeps

Lionlamb’s I Can Only Imagine
“Imogene”
Sire: GCHG Lionlamb’s I Can Only Imagine CA
Dam: GCHS Lionlamb N Shabani’s Forbidden Fruit
Owners: Susan Hadden Pisarri, David Pisarri, Neil Pisarri
Breeders: Susan and Paul Pisarri
Best of Opposite in Junior Sweeps
Shabani’s Ringwraith 03-11-18, HP 55383301
“Meriadoc”
Sire: CH Shabani’s Sher Khan
Dam: Shanani’s Hell’s Bells, HP51203403 07-18
Owners: Rebecca Fitzpatrick
Breeders: Bonnie Johnson
Best in Puppy Sweeps

Whirlaway's Rock in the Seay Unshaken
"Virgil"
Sire GCH Whirlaway's Hangin' at Captain Scott's
Dam Whirlaway's Fog Seay
Owners Almee Phillipi Taylor, Jen Lazowski
Breeders Jen Lazowski, Christine Kitsch, Lynn Fitzgerald
Best of Opposite in Puppy Sweepstakes

Luvakis Kindoro's Frau Blücher, CGC
"Whinny"
Sire: GCHG CH Luvakis Shirley's Legen-WaitForIt-Dary! Legendary! RI FDC JC THDN CGCA CGCU TKN ATT
Dam: GCH CH Tajamani Kindoro At Luvakis RN CGC ATT
Owners: Emily Holmes & Teresa M. West-Holmes
Breeders: Emily Holmes & Teresa M. West-Holmes
Presented by: Emily Holmes
Best Brace in Show

Adili Adores The Reign (L) & Adili’s My Time To Reign (R)
Adorabelle (L) and Shani (R)
Sire: Ch LaFleurs Most Wanted JC
Dam: GCHG Mystiko & Adili’s Unstoppable Reign CGC
Owners: Tammy Lynch, Kiki Courtelis & Kristin Lawless (Adorabelle)    Tammy Lynch, Katrina Greer, Kiki Courtelis & Mellonie Turpin - Harrell (Shani)
Breeders: Tammy Lynch, Kiki Courtelis, Karen LaFleur & Kristin Lawless
Best of Breed, 4-6 month Puppy
Kibo’s Lady Tanga of Rifrug CGC TKN
“Nia”
Sire: BISS GCH DC Cambridge’s Rock Maniac SC CGC ROM
Dam: CH Kibo’s Give Peace a Chance of Kwetu FCH SC CGC GRC
Owners: Megan Sexton Brendel/Karen Peterson
Breeders: Karen Peterson and Barbara Sawyer-Brown
First Place Stud Dog

GCHS Lyonnese Ignite the Light
“Bodhi”
Sire: Ch Kimani’s Beat of Mozambique
Dam: GCH Kimani’s Etched in GOld
Owners: Susan and George Ohanesian, Maureen Tauber, Theresa Lyons
Breeders: Maureen Tauber and Alicia Hanna
Congratulations to all the participants in the 2019 RRCUS Endurance Trial.

After many months and even more miles of training, the following dogs have successfully passed the 12-mile endurance trial. These owners have demonstrated a level of commitment to fitness in their dogs aligning with the endurance component to the Rhodesian Ridgeback breed standard. Congratulations to all!

Colombo - Adriatic's King Colombo of North Ridge CGC, ET
Inara - Akanni's Define Interesting, CGC, ET
Skye – Spring Valley's Moon Lit Skye, SC, BCAT, CGCU, ET
Eve - CH Celtic Lore's Evolution JC, TKN, CGC, NF, ET
Kenya – Symetri’s Elegant Design, ET
Altheda - GCH DC Symetri’s Fair Fortune, BN, CGC, MC, LCX, ET
Ryker - GCH CopperRidge Hazy Shade of Winter, RN, BN, ET2, BCAT, NW1, SWN, SCA, CGCA, CGCU, TKI, ET
Echo - CH Luvakis Kindoro's Brought To You By The Letter E, CGC, ET
Izzy - FC Adriatic's Sams Ivy Blossom SC, CGC, TKN, ET
Hattie - GCH Dykumos A Strident Sun, CGCA, CGCU, TDI, RAE, TKI, TT, RATI, RATN, ORT123, ET
Flash - Catch Me If You Can Lebombo TT, CGCA, CGCU, TKN, ET
Owen - AM CH CAN CH Coso N Zamardi’s Hollywood Heartthrob, CGC, SC, RATN, TKN, JOR, ET
Vera - Dykumos Vera Looking Up, TT, CGCA, CGCU, TKN, ET